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Pali as a Living Language?
Sinhalese monks in Sri Lanka first recorded the Buddha’s teachings in Pali.
But save in the Buddhist scriptures, it is now, like Latin, a dead language.
Nalanda, however, is planning to give it some life! Beginning in the
upcoming school year, through the use of sutta chanting and the like that have
an unbroken tradition of 2,500 years in Buddhist communities, it is expected
the learner will be able to identify Pali phonemes and morphemes, and its
grammar, and will be able to read discourse in Pali. Terms used in the
classroom (such as dukkha, anatta) will be more readily understood and
appreciated, and students will have direct access to the original teachings for
research papers and term work. 

If the experiment is successful, will Pali be heard in the classrooms
and corridors of Nalanda? “Kintu Bhante!” (But, Sir!), “Kinnu kho?” (Why
in the world?), “Kismin vivādo?” (What’s the disagreement about?), “Kim
pana tva+ maññasi” (What do you think, then?). 

Are you ready for the challenge?

(Excerpted from Nalanda News, June 2003 Volume 1 No. 1)

Prof. Michael Berman, Department of Philosophy, Brock University,
St. Catherines, delivered a paper, “A Metaphysics of Morality: Kant and
Buddhism.” Despite the common view that Kant’s philosophy is all about pure
reason and the Buddha’s teaching of compassion is all about emotion and the
heart, Prof. Berman developed the affective components of Kant’s pure
practical reason and the intellectual component of Buddhist compassion. The
result, he contended, is a remarkably similar emotional rationality. In both
cases morality is grounded in understanding.

Prof. Mark Siderits, Department of Philosophy, Illinois State
University, in his presentation, “Are Empty Persons Free?” addressed the
apparent contradiction between the Buddhist view that persons are empty of
self, essence or own-being and the moral responsibility to keep the precepts,
seek nirvana and be compassionate. Through close philosophical analysis of
the notions of causation, the distinction between parts/the whole, and the
distinction between the conventional and absolute levels of truth, Prof. Siderits
argued that Buddhist emptiness makes eminent sense.

A lively discussion of the full group at lunch on the final day
addressed the need for a Canadian Society for Buddhist Studies. The evident
consensus was that the need is not acute at this time.

- James Beckman


